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This book is very strictly for ages over 18 due to very graphic content. Erotic author and publisher

Charlie Buxton brings you volume one of Slave Erotica. The authors were handpicked for their

experience and ability to write proper erotica, to go beyond the content you will find on the Internet.

Content themes include: domination, submission, slave girl, BDSM, whips, bondage, humiliation,

etc.
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Well, the title is a very apt description of what you will find inside this book! If you decide to pick this

book up, just know that you are getting a variety of very hot and quite graphic depictions of

domination and submission. If you are into power exchange and things like humiliation and BDSM,

then these stories will give you that and more. But itâ€™s not just the erotic content that is so sexy

here. The writing itself is gorgeous. I loved The Blind Girl for its fascinating turnabout. The story The

Instructions really pushed me toward my limits as a reader, which I loved. Highly recommended!

With out any hesitation I recommend this book for others. Charley Buxton is the best erotic writer

that I have ever read. Slave Erotica Volume 1 is yet another fantastic erotic compilation that makes

me feel the stories. The set of stories are highly interesting and enjoyable. Charlie's works make the

reader ask for more. I really like this book. The erotic descriptions arouse the reader the language

used makes the stories lively happening in front of the reader. A wonderful fantasy.



Very sexy read! This first book for this series was suspenseful throughout and absolutely hot, sex

scenes were incredibly steamy and I found I really liked the characters and their action throughout

the read. I was narrating this to my girl friend and it made her aroused in just few pages and we both

had enjoyed reading together with performance. I'm looking forward to the next book in this series

and to finding out what innovation Charlie Buxton has done.

This is the second book of Charlie Buxton that I have read. And I must say that it is amazing in the

way that he describes things and places. So graphical that made me read all stories in one breath!

Amazing, really good work!

Reading this book was like sitting down with a box of the most decadent chocolates... I knew that I

should only have a taste, but I just couldn't stop myself... and before I knew it, I was ravenously

tearing through the entire thing. I am a big fan of erotica, and as a true enthusiast of the BDSM

genre and lifestyle, I found this book to be one steaming hot read!My favorite story in this

compilation was definitely "The Instructions," which took me to places where I wasn't always 100%

sure where I, as the reader, would be going... but the journey was so thrilling, fun, and intense... the

twists and turns were well worth it, and I certainly can't wait to read the entire volume again. Maybe

even out loud with someone special, so that we can share in the fun together!I give this book my

very highest recommendation, as both a voracious reader, as an author of erotica myself (as it is

delightfully written!), and as a fan of all things sexy and sensual. "Slave Erotica Volume 1" has me

panting for more. I can't wait to see what the author has in store for future volumes, but I know that

I'll definitely want to come along for those hot adventures as well!
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